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Fun facts, folklore, and scientific studies about what really lurks in the cold, murky depths: “A

most enjoyable read.” —John Kirk, author of In the Domain of the Lake Monsters For centuries,

eyewitnesses around the world—from America to Africa, Argentina to Scotland—have reported

sightings of dark, mysterious creatures that surface briefly from local lakes, only to quickly

disappear. While the most famous lake monsters, those living in Loch Ness and Lake

Champlain, have gained international notoriety, hundreds of lakes around the world are said to

shelter these shadowy creatures. Lake Monster Mysteries is the first book to collectively

approach these widespread mysteries from a scientific perspective. By using exhaustive

research and results from firsthand investigations to help separate truth from myth, the authors

foster our understanding of what really lurks in the cold, murky depths. Benjamin Radford and

Joe Nickell, among the top lake monster authorities in the world, now share unique insights

into many of the world’s best-known lake monsters. They interview dozens of people and

discuss the different types of sightings, delve into possible explanations, and examine hoaxes,

evidence claims, and legends surrounding the monsters. The authors have conducted

groundbreaking fieldwork and experiments at lakes, examined photographic evidence, and

analyzed the most current sonar readings. Incorporating newly revealed information and up-to-

date developments, the cases in Lake Monster Mysteries are in-depth, firsthand investigations

that will inform and entertain both avid lake monster researchers and lovers of unexplained

mysteries. Includes photos and illustrations
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are always two sides to a story. The book you are about to read is the best version to date of a

skeptical look at the entities known as lake monsters. The formal examination of lake monsters

has been a subfield of cryptozoological research for more than two centuries. During the fifty

years that I have been studying these freshwater cryptids, I have learned much about

them.According to surveys and research that I and other cryptozoologists have conducted,



more than a thousand lakes around the world harbor large, unknown animals unrecognized by

conventional zoology. Such claims have a long history and a rich representation in the world’s

mythology and folklore. The term “lake monsters” is a relatively recent appellation; traditionally,

such creatures have gone by a variety of names, including great serpents, dragons, water

horses, worms, and others. They share the landscape with other legendary entities, such as

Sasquatch, sea serpents, and black panthers.Some of the long-ago sightings are remembered

in fantastic fashion, which is often what happens when people have real encounters with new

animals in new lands. In “Water-Monsters of American Aborigines” (Journal of American

Folklore, 1889), Albert S. Gatschet surveyed stories of peculiar aquatic monsters, including the

great horned reptile of the Ohio River region and the horned snake. The Creeks, when they

lived in Tennessee, spoke of a large, horned snakelike animal that frequented water holes. The

creature could be brought to the shore by the magical singing of Creek elders, and when it

showed its horn, the Indians would cut it off. The horn was then taken as a fetish and carried

into war, to ensure success in battle.An account from the Oneida branch of the Tuscaroras,

collected by David Cusick and published in 1828, tells of the “Mosqueto,” which rose from Lake

Onondaga (near Syracuse, New York) and slew a number of people. The natives also said that

2, 200 years before the time of Columbus (approximately 700 BC), a great horned serpent

appeared on Lake Ontario and killed onlookers with its overpowering stench.The strikingly

similar horned beast of Alkali Lake (now known as Walgren Lake) near Hay Springs, Nebraska,

was the subject of tales by the local Indians. These native Nebraskans told the first white

settlers in the area to be on the lookout for the monsters. The legend seems to have had some

truth, for more modern sightings followed. The Omaha World-Herald of July 24, 1923, carried

the testimony of J. A. Johnson, who stated, “I saw the monster myself while with two friends

last fall. I could name 40 other people who have also seen the brute.” Johnson claimed that the

stubby, alligatorlike head had a projection like a horn on it between the eyes and nostrils. The

gray-brown creature devoured livestock, uttered a dreadful roar, and smelled horrible. News of

Alkali Lake’s horned wonder spread around the world.Michel Meurger and Claude Gagnon

underscore the importance of these legends in their book Lake Monster Traditions (1988):

“From Alaska to New Mexico the belief in a horned serpent-shaped water beast of enormous

dimensions is widespread.” They go on to place such creatures in a folkloric

framework.Probably the issue of lake monsters would be of concern only to antiquarians were

it not for a large body of modern reports from seemingly credible eyewitnesses, most

prominently at Loch Ness in Scotland, Lake Champlain in Vermont-New York-Quebec, and

Lake Okanagan, British Columbia. In addition, there are unexplained, instrumented

observations of large, moving bodies under the water’s surface, as well as a small number of

intriguing photographs that don’t seem—at least from my cryptozoologist’s point of view and

examination—to be fraudulent or to depict mundane objects. In other words, the evidence isn’t

conclusive and probably won’t be until incontrovertible physical evidence (a body—or at least a

part of one) is available. Nonetheless, it is suggestive enough to keep the issue very much

alive.The scientific investigation of lake monsters initially occurred in the beginning of the

nineteenth century, and it had much to do with the controversy surrounding sea serpents.

During those early days, some journalists and theorists assumed that lake monsters were sea

serpents that had either temporarily or permanently entered freshwater bodies from the ocean.

It was further reasoned that a sea serpent would be more easily captured in an accessible

place like a lake or river than in the vast ocean. This, of course, has not proved to be true, but it

was hardly an unreasonable conclusion at the time.Typical of nineteenth-century references to

lake monsters is an article from the Inverness Courier: (Inverness is a small city north of Loch



Ness), reprinted in the London Times in March 1856:The village of Leurbost, parish of Lochs,

Lewis [an Outer Hebrides island off Scotland’s northwest coast], is at the present the scene of

an unusual occurrence. This is no less than the appearance in one of the inland fresh water

lakes of an animal which from its great size and dimensions has not a little puzzled our island

naturalists. Some suppose him to be a description of the hitherto mythical water-kelpie [a

dangerous shape-shifting monster that appeared as a horse to lure unsuspecting travelers

onto its back, after which it would plunge into the water to drown them]; while others refer it to

the minute descriptions of the “sea serpent,” which are revived from time to time in newspaper

columns. It has been repeatedly seen within the last fortnight by crowds of people, many of

whom have come from the remotest places of the parish to witness the uncommon

spectacle.The animal is described by some as being in appearance and size like a “huge peat

stack,” while others affirm that a “six-oared boat” could pass between the huge fins [humps?],

which are occasionally visible.All, however, agree, in describing its form as that of the eel; and

we have heard one, whose evidence we can reply upon, state in length he supposed it to be

about 40 feet.Though the Courier correspondent suggested that the witnesses had seen an

oversized conger eel, later theorists took their cue from Dutch zoologist Antoon Cornelis

Oudemans (18 58–1943), author of the influential book The Great Sea Serpent (1892).

Oudemans believed that huge long-necked seals were responsible for serpent sightings. That

was also the conclusion of investigator Peter Olsson, who studied reports from Storsjo, a deep

mountain lake in central Sweden. Then, after the increase in firsthand eyewitness accounts

from Loch Ness in the early 1930s (after trees were cleared from around the lake for a new

road), Oudemans extended his theory of a large, long-necked pinniped to that lake. Though the

long-necked seal theory has long been out of fashion, it did anticipate subsequent speculations

that the animals being sighted were mammals rather than reptiles (still a popular belief in the

United Kingdom).By the 1970s, many cryptozoologists had signed on to University of Chicago

biologist Roy P. Mackal’s notion that the creatures were most likely zeuglodons—primitive,

snakelike whales (cetaceans) that had disappeared from the fossil record some twenty million

years ago but might still exist in certain lakes in the world’s northern regions. To a considerable

extent, zeuglodons have eclipsed plesiosaurs as cryptozoologists’ favorite candidate for the

allegedly extinct animals behind lake monster sightings.There is much to be said for the

zeuglodon hypothesis. Many of the reports describe animals that at least look like zeuglodons.

Moreover, the undulating motion noted in sightings widely separated in time and space is

characteristic of mammals but not of reptiles. Like whales, lake monsters are said to have

lateral rather than vertical tails. Also in common with whales, lake monster tails are forked.

After a careful analysis of Canadian reports, including those of the celebrated Ogopogo of

British Columbia’s Lake Okanagan, Mackal declared that the characteristics “fit one and only

one known creature”: the zeuglodon, or at least a freshwater evolutionary variant of

one.Intriguingly, in the arena of new marine mammal discoveries, nearly thirty new species of

cetaceans have been classified in recent decades. Yet hoaxes, mirages, objects as

commonplace as logs and waves, and the occurrence of known animals in unexpected places

complicate the picture.No North American lake monster can claim any evidence for its

existence stronger than striking eyewitness testimony and the rare photograph, including the

remarkable one taken by Sandra Mansi, which some of us have more confidence in than do

the authors of this book. This doesn’t mean that more compelling evidence isn’t out there

waiting to be uncovered. All it means is that the proper resources, funding, and expertise have

not been brought to bear on the question. Real science is expensive, and because of the

ridicule associated with the subject of lake monsters, those few scientists who have



investigated the phenomenon have done so largely on their own, without institutional

support.In the end, science has little to say about lake monsters because science has paid, at

best, scattered and brief attention to them. That’s why I find this book a rare treat. These

animals, if they exist, need not forever remain enigmatic and elusive. The answers—and the

proof—may be as close as the first concerted, sustained scientific effort to get to the bottom of

the mystery.Loren ColemanLoren Coleman, the world’s leading living cryptozoologist, is the

author or coauthor of more than two dozen books, including The Field Guide to Lake Monsters,

Sea Serpents, and Other Mystery Denizens of the Deep (New York: Tarcher/Penguin, 2003);

Mysterious America: The Revised Edition (New York: Paraview, 2001); and Cryptozoology A to

Z: The Encyclopedia of Lake Monsters, Sasquatch, Chupacabras, and Other Authentic

Mysteries of Nature (New York: Simon and Schuster, 1999). Coleman personally favors the

nineteenth-century theory that lake monsters are more likely a new species of pinnipeds rather

than landlocked prehistoric reptiles or evolved cetaceans.AcknowledgmentsIn addition to those

mentioned in the text, we are grateful to the following people and organizations:Our colleagues

at the Committee for the Scientific Investigation of Claims of the Paranormal, notably Timothy

Binga for research assistance, Barry Karr and Pat Beauchamp for help with financial matters,

and Ranjit Sandhu and Paul Loynes for manuscript preparation.For the Silver Lake chapter,

Tom Pickett, Department of Physics, University of Southern Indiana; Tammy Miller, Perry

Chamber of Commerce; Barbara Henry, Perry Public Library; the staff of the Special

Collections Department, Buffalo and Erie County Public Library; and the Inter-Library Loan

Department, New York State Library.For the Lake George chapter, the staff of the Silver Bay

Association, Silver Bay, New York, as well as Bertha Dunsmore, clerk, and Ethel Andrus,

historian, Hague Community Center, Hague-on-Lake George, New York.For the Lake

Okanagan chapter, Tom Flynn, for professional assistance in planning our experiment; the staff

of the Okanagan Regional Library and the Kelowna Museum; the entire National Geographic

Television crew; and the land surveyors of the firm Runnalls Denby. A tip of the hat is also due

the late J. Richard Greenwell, cofounder of the International Society of

Cryptozoology.INTRODUCTIONPeople have always had a fascination with strange, mysterious

creatures roaming the earth, lurking beneath the water, and flying in the sky. Centaurs,

unicorns, Pegasus, and other fantastic creatures have been claimed or rumored to exist since

ancient times. Greek myths told of harpies—half-woman, half-bird creatures—that attacked

Jason and his adventuring Argonauts. Since man took to the sea, sailors and fishermen have

reported dangerous behemoths that could swallow ships whole or drag men to their watery

doom, as well as the more alluring mermaids.Our thirst for the exotic and fantastic remains

unquenched, and humanity has created an amazing array of unseen (or rarely seen) creatures,

forces, and entities to populate the world. English fairies, Chinese dragons, Irish leprechauns,

and Swedish trolls, to name a few, are important elements of folklore. Some mysterious or

paranormal creatures even come from religious texts, such as the angels of the Bible and the

djinn (genies) of the Koran.The distinction between the real and the imagined is in some ways

a modern one. Before the Enlightenment, rumor, mysticism, and superstition were often seen

as perfectly valid ways of knowing about the world. Scholars and authorities often wrote about

unknown or mythical creatures as if they were confirmed fact. In 1544, for example, Sebastian

Munster wrote the popular Cosmographia Universalis, which contains vivid descriptions of

dragons and basilisks (winged serpents whose gaze—like that of the snake-haired Medusa—

could turn men to stone). Swiss naturalist Conrad Gesner, in Historia Animalium, describes

unicorns and winged dragons, as does Pliny the Elder in his Natural History.Figure I.1 A 1585

map of Islandia (Iceland) by Ortelius. Early maps often depicted fantastic creatures such as



these, forewarning intrepid travelers of the dangers they might face.Maps created as late as

the 1700s often included illustrations of sea monsters and mythical creatures (as shown in

figure I.1 and on this book’s dust jacket). The cartographers and illustrators didn’t consider

these to be exaggerated decorations but rather legitimate, valid depictions (based on stories

and legends) of what intrepid travelers to remote areas could expect to encounter. One

copperplate map, published around 1650 in Amsterdam, shows several fantastic creatures and

huge sea serpents alongside such known land mammals as elephants, lions, and

crocodiles.Animals that now seem commonplace, or at least not extraordinary, were

considered exotic or even fictitious just a century or so ago. Giraffes, for example, were

displayed in carnivals and circuses during the 1800s. They were called cameleopards,

reflecting the fanciful combination of the long neck and general head shape of a camel with the

spots of a leopard (figure I.2).Figure I.2 A “camelopard” is advertised in the 1800s.As science

has shed light on more of the natural world, the line between the real and the fantastic has

grown sharper. With the Enlightenment came a quest to discern fact from fiction, to poke and

prod and tease out what is real from what is not. In modern times, that search has developed

into the scientific discipline of zoology, as well as the less scientific field of cryptozoology.

Those who search for unknown, hidden, or “out-of-place” creatures, such as Bigfoot and the

Loch Ness monster, dub themselves cryptozoologists.In trying to link ancient legends to

modern truth claims, the history of the mythical kraken is instructive. Early texts and legends

tell of a monstrous, tentacled creature far larger and more fearsome than any known animal.

Though some of the stories are no doubt exaggerated, it is generally agreed that a modern

version of the kraken does indeed exist and is, by nearly any definition, a monster: it is the

giant squid (figure I.3). There’s no doubt that giant squid exist; yet they are poorly studied and

rarely seen. The largest one, discovered in New Zealand, was estimated at sixty-five feet in

length.On September 30, 2004, Japanese zoologists Tsunemi Kubodera and Kyoichi Mori

became the first to see and film a giant squid at depth. The creature, about twenty-six feet

long, was found 2,953 feet deep. The researchers, who were investigating whale-feeding areas

in the North Pacific near the Ogasawara Islands, used bait to attract the squid and a remote

camera to film it. They watched as the squid attacked the food with its elongate feeding

tentacles; after a four-hour struggle, the squid left behind one six-foot tentacle.Over the

centuries, huge, mysterious masses of marine flesh have occasionally washed ashore on

beaches around the world. Dubbed “Mobsters” (or “globsters”), these large carcasses are often

so badly decomposed that there isn’t enough material (or enough of a variety of materials) to

make a definitive identification. To many people, this phenomenon may seem like strong

evidence for sea monsters. Recently, a team of biologists led by Sidney Pierce examined the

mystery anew. As the authors point out, “Wild claims, especially in the nonscientific literature,

are regularly made that the blobs are the remains of sea monsters. For example, the

Tasmanian West Coast Monster is still referred to as a monster, although an Australian

scientific team.… identified it as a whale. Other relics such as the [1896] St. Augustine (Florida)

Sea Monster and the Bermuda Blob are still described by some as the remains of a gigantic

octopus, even though A. E. Verrill—who named the St. Augustine specimen sight unseen—

recanted his identification in favor of whale remains.… and in spite of microscopic and

biochemical analyses showing that they were nothing more than the collagenous matrix of

whale blubber” (Pierce et al. 2004, 126). In 2004, Pierce and his colleagues examined all

available blobster materials using electron microscopes and applied biochemical, molecular,

and DNA analysis. The conclusion: the specimens were unmistakably from various species of

great whales. Scientific analysis, it seems, has finally explained one of the world’s great



mysteries of the sea. The many mentions of globsters in books on the “unexplained” will have

to be revised in the cold light of hard evidence.Figure I.3 A true monster of the deep, the

elusive giant squid can weigh more than a ton and exceed seventy-five feet in length. This

specimen, the best preserved in the world, is on display at a museum in St. John’s,

Newfoundland. (Photo by Benjamin Radford)Nevertheless, the ocean is one of the last truly

unexplored areas of the world, and it is a natural place to imagine being inhabited by monsters.

Yet in modern times, very few sea monsters have been sighted. Today, most reports of

mysterious aquatic creatures involve so-called lake monsters. Though most people have heard

of a few famous lake monsters, such as those in Loch Ness and Lake Champlain, the number

of lakes said to contain mysterious creatures goes far beyond two or three—or even two or

three hundred.As one writer put it in a 1997 article in Fortean Times magazine,

“Cryptozoologists struggle to reconcile belief in physical creatures with the ever-growing

number of lakes which are supposed to include monsters. In Alien Animals (1980), Janet and

Colin Bord list 265 monster-haunted lakes; in the past seventeen years the total has almost

certainly crept past 300. It does not seem possible that all these lakes are home to

monsters” (Dash 1997). Between 1997 and 2003, the number of lake monsters seems to have

tripled; Loren Coleman, in his foreword to this book, suggests that more than a thousand lakes

across the globe are said to hold mysterious creatures.In some ways, the very popularity of

lake monsters argues against their existence. Unless one wishes to assert that there are tens

of thousands of lake monsters populating the earth’s lakes (somehow all living and dying

without leaving hard evidence of their presence), it is reasonable to suggest that perhaps

humans have a tendency to see things that aren’t actually there.There is plenty of evidence for

lake monsters, but not all of it is good evidence; quite the contrary, often all that is needed to

create a lake monster is a sighting or two of something odd in the water, perhaps coupled with

local stories. Mysteries need very little to grow on.Lake monsters are unique, in that the beast

is typically confined by the boundaries of the body of water it inhabits. Unlike a Bigfoot

creature, for example, or a sea serpent that could be just about anywhere in a vast and often

inaccessible domain, the finite area of a lake should make locating and identifying these

creatures relatively easy. cryptozoologists, however, suggest that lakes with outlets to other

lakes or to oceans allow a means for migration or escape, thus explaining why repeated

searches come up empty.Although the cases collected for this book are not exhaustive, they

provide a good sampling of the different types of sightings, possible explanations for those

sightings, hoaxes, evidence claims, and legends surrounding lake monsters. We include the

Loch Ness monster—the most famous lake monster in the world—of course, but also “Champ”

of Lake Champlain, touted by many experts as having the best evidence for lake monsters

anywhere, with many eyewitness sightings as well as a world-famous photograph. We also

tackle lesser-known, overlooked, but just as interesting lake creatures, such as those in Silver

Lake and Lake George in New York, Quebec’s Lake Memphremagog, Lake Crescent in

Newfoundland, and British Columbia’s Lake Okanagan. Although each lake, each creature, and

each sighting is unique, many of the same issues arise time and again. Sightings from

Scotland to Argentina, Canada to Congo, all boil down to a predictable set of basic issues:

local legends, eyewitness descriptions, photographs or other images, artifact depictions, and

the like.Rather than simply cataloging the sightings, we have chosen a different path: in-depth,

hands-on investigations. The result, we hope, is thorough enough and scholarly enough for

avid lake monster researchers and entertaining enough for mystery lovers and armchair

cryptozoologists alike. Readers will also get a taste of what it’s like to work alongside us as we

plunge into the depths of these mysteries firsthand—with the exception of Loch Ness. Although



the Loch Ness monster is the world’s most famous, in some ways, that makes it less interesting

from an investigative standpoint. The loch has been continually and meticulously searched,

and although we hope to investigate it ourselves someday, there was little new that we could

bring to the mystery for now. For a careful and critical examination, see Ronald Binns’s book

The Loch Ness Mystery Solved.Our book is unique in several respects. Many books on this

topic are not so much written as compiled, consisting essentially of collections of entertaining

stories and legends written to entice and amuse. Little if any attempt is made to actually

investigate the sightings or even treat the subject as a mystery to be solved. This can be

frustrating for readers and researchers who want to go beyond the stories and get to the truth.

Stories and sightings are fine, but many people want to know what science says about these

mysteries. With this book, we bring some much-needed scientific rigor and scholarship to a

field better known for its wild, unsubstantiated claims than its careful examination of the

facts.Although library and archival research is important (and we’ve both spent plenty of time in

the book stacks), it is also important, when possible, to go to the lake, interview eyewitnesses,

and conduct original fieldwork. It’s easy and wrongheaded to dismiss strange sightings out of

hand as silly—and just as wrong to accept them as true—without investigating the facts. At

times, scientists and investigators are accused of ignoring evidence, trying to disprove claims,

and assuming that eyewitnesses are lying. Instead of presuming the answer—that a given

creature does or doesn’t exist—and trying to find proof to support that position, we believe in

following the evidence to whatever conclusion it suggests.If the goal of researching a

phenomenon is to understand it, then no damage is done by explaining it, or at least offering a

plausible explanation. Every mysterious sighting explained, every hoax uncovered, every

assertion verified or debunked is one step closer to knowing the truth of what lurks in the lakes.

Skeptics and believers alike should strive to distinguish what is known from what is supposed,

what is true from what is mistaken. It is only though this process—essentially a scientific

process—that real understanding can emerge from the lakes’ muddy waters.Often, mysteries

can be solved simply by consulting original sources instead of other writers’ works, which are

sometimes incomplete or erroneous (for more on this, see appendix 1). In one case, important

details of a famous eyewitness’s experience had been omitted from all previous accounts and

are published here for the first time. In the twenty-five years since the sighting, no one had

bothered to get the full story from the witness. Thus, much of the information in this book is

based on original research. Our investigations took us to small bars and large boats, out-of-the-

way motels and lakeside vigils. We spoke to dozens of people, from housewives to professional

monster hunters, biologists to fishing guides, photographic experts to tavern owners. Each

person contributed valuable opinions and evidence, all pieces of the mystery mosaic.If some

experts are to be believed, we risked our very lives by pursuing the mysteries examined in this

book. Ogopogo, Lake Okanagan’s monster, is said to have attacked and drowned skeptics. And

consider W. Haden Blackman’s (1998, 57) warning about researching the Lake Champlain

creature: “With its impossible size, glowing green eyes, and regal bearing, Champ is a

mercurial monster of epic proportions. Some witnesses suffer psychological aftershocks

following their encounter.… It could easily smash through a bothersome researcher’s boat to

drag the pest into the lake’s icy depths.”We knew that such investigations might be dangerous,

but we had faced peril before, such as braving the famously cursed “Devil’s Hole” cave near

Niagara Falls, New York (Nickell 2001). As we approached these investigations, there was little

talk of the danger, perhaps understandable among men uncomfortable about showing their

inner fear. It wasn’t until later that we checked our insurance policies to see if they covered

treatment for the “psychological aftershocks” we might endure if we were fortunate enough to



come face-to-face with one of these creatures.We all love a good monster story, and there are

some real whoppers in here—referring to both the creatures in the lakes and the stories told

about them. But many of us also want a peek behind the curtain, an explanation of what’s

really there or what might be there. So come along with us as we explore lake monster

mysteries.REFERENCESBinns, Ronald. 1984. The Loch Ness mystery solved. Buffalo, N.Y.:
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New York: Random House.Coleman, Loren, and Patrick Huyghe. 2003. The field guide to lake

monsters, sea serpents, and other mystery denizens of the deep. New York: J. P. Tarcher.Dash,

Mike. 1997. Lake monsters: Status report. Fortean Times 102 (September): 31Nickell, Joe.

2001. Real-life X-files: Investigating the paranormal. Buffalo, N.Y: Prometheus Books.Pierce,

S., S. Massey, N. Curtis, G. Smith, C. Olavarria, and T. Maugel. 2004. Microscopic, biochemical, 

and molecular characteristics of the Chilean blob and a comparison with the remains of other

sea monsters: Nothing but whales. Biological Bulletin 206 (June): 125–33.1LOCH NESSOf all

the sea serpent-like creatures that are reputed to inhabit some of the world’s large lakes, none

is more famous than “Nessie,” the purported Loch Ness monster (figure 1.1). Supported by

sightings, photographs, and other evidence, Nessie continues to spark the popular

imagination.SIGHTINGSReports of the existence of a creature in the great Scottish lake date

as far back as the sixth century, when St. Columba supposedly saved a man’s life by

commanding the attacking monster to depart. (Such pious legends of saints—some of whom

could reportedly fly and others who could allegedly live without eating—are given little

credence today [Nickell 1993, 231–63].) The number of subsequent encounters is disputed

until the twentieth century, when the modern wave of sightings began.On May 2, 1933, the

Inverness Courier carried an account by an anonymous correspondent (actually, one

Alexander Campbell) titled “Strange Spectacle in Loch Ness,” telling how an unnamed couple

had seen the waters of the loch disturbed by “no ordinary denizen of the depths,” at least

“judging by the state of the water in the affected area.” It later turned out that Campbell’s

account was greatly exaggerated: only one of the two individuals had seen anything, and that

person had described it as seeming to be caused “by two ducks fighting” (Binns 1984, 12).The

week after Campbell’s report, the Courier published a response by Captain John Macdonald,

who responded: “In the first place, it is news to me to learn, as your correspondent states, that

‘or generations the Loch has been credited with being the home of a fearsome monster.’ I have

sailed on the Loch Ness for fifty years, and during that time I have made no fewer than 20,000

trips up and down Loch Ness. During that half-century of almost daily intercourse with Loch

Ness I have never seen such a ‘monster’ as described by your correspondent.” Captain

Macdonald had seen “what at first might be described as a ‘tremendous upheaval in the Loch,’”

but he ascribed this “very ordinary occurrence” to “sporting salmon” (quoted in Binns 1984,

16).Figure 1.1 Scotland’s Loch Ness is home to the world’s most famous legendary lake

creature. (Map by Joe Nickell)Nevertheless, more sightings soon followed, with the monster

being variously described as 6 to 125 feet long, with shapes ranging from that of a great eel to

a creature with a hump or humps (up to nine), and in colors including silver, gray, blue-black,

black, and brown (figure 1.2). It was also endowed—or not—with such features as fins, flippers,

mane, tusks, or horns (Binns 1984; Gould 1934).Figure 1.2 Composite drawing from the wildly

diverse descriptions of the Loch Ness monster (a.k.a. “Nessie”), or herewith dubbed Nessiteras

chameleonopteryx. (Illustration by Joe Nickell)In his definitive, skeptical book on the subject,

The Loch Ness Mystery Solved, Ronald Binns (1984) cataloged many of the live creatures and

inanimate objects that have been mistaken for Nessie, including bobbing logs, boat wakes,

schools of fish, long-necked birds, swimming deer, and many other animals, notably the



European otter (Lutra lutra). With its long neck and plesiosaurlike profile, the otter is quite likely

to be perceived as a monster, especially when an adult with two or more young are swimming

in a line, creating the semblance of a multihumped creature.In August 1933, eight weeks after

the sighting reported by Campbell, a Mr. Spicer saw a creature like “a pre-historic animal” cross

the road about fifty yards in front of his automobile. It was carrying a small animal in its jaws,

and its long neck undulated as it walked. Spicer estimated it as six to eight feet long and

speculated that it might be both a “land and water animal.” Indeed, as one of Spicer’s

contemporaries told the Inverness Courier, the creature was almost certainly a large otter,

possibly carrying one of its young (Binns 1984, 19–20).Monster enthusiast Rupert T. Gould,

author of The Loch Ness Monster (1934), loved to cite the most unlikely theories about Nessie.

The more ridiculous these were, the more he seemed to like discussing them (making, as it

were, a straw-monster argument). On Gould’s list were mass hallucination, a hollow log

“inhabited by a colony of aquatic creatures,” “the reflection on the water of some object on one

of the surrounding hills,” the action of an underwater geyser, various saltwater creatures (e.g.,

shark, sunfish, ray, or squid) that somehow found their way into the loch (but could not survive

there), and many other imaginative possibilities—including a dead elephant. One of Gould’s

methods of dismissing even likely explanations for some of the sightings was by invoking other

sightings that could not be so explained—as if there could be only a single explanation for

Nessie (e.g., Gould 1934, 117).In 2001, Italian geologist Luigi Piccardi suggested that the loch

leviathan could be an illusion created by seismic activity, since the Great Glen Fault runs along

Loch Ness. Nessie hunter Adrian Shine responded that Piccardi’s hypothesis could account for

only some of the monster reports, and he insisted that boat wakes were the most persistent

explanation for lake monster sightings. He also noted that water on the surface could actually

flow against the wind, creating the illusion that an inanimate object, such as a log, was an

animate one swimming into the wind (Barr 2001).HOAXESNot surprisingly, hoaxers as well as

tourists have been attracted to the purported monster. One hoax involved the appearance of

monster tracks curiously resembling those of a hippopotamus. Indeed, they had been produced

using a cast made from a hippo’s hoof, apparently taken from an umbrella stand (Nickell 1995,

241–43).Hoaxing was also the apparent explanation for the July 2003 discovery on the loch’s

shore of a fossil vertebra that was believed to be that of a plesiosaur (an extinct marine reptile).

Although the fossil was authentic, it was embedded in a limestone that was not native to the

area. National Museum of Scotland paleontologist Lyall Anderson speculated that the fossil

had been planted at the loch to suggest that it came from a Nessie skeleton. The total absence

of skeletal evidence is a recurring argument against lake monsters’ existence (Radford

2003).The tradition of such Loch Ness hoaxes continues to the present day. In 2005, several

new Nessie hoaxes surfaced. The most interesting was a reputed monster tooth that was found

embedded in a deer carcass along the lakeshore by two American college students. The tooth

was reportedly confiscated by a Scottish game official, creating whispers of a conspiracy. The

“monster tooth” was later revealed to be part of a deer antler, and the whole thing was just a

publicity stunt for a new novel about the loch (Boese 2005).Fake photos of the monster abound

as well, possibly including the first one, presented in 1933—just six months after the Campbell-

reported sighting. It was taken by Hugh Gray, a man described as a “leg-puller,” and it depicts

“a blurred and indistinct serpentine shape” (Binns 1984, 98, 209). One pro-Nessie writer, Tim

Dinsdale, conceded: “It does not show very much of anything. The print has either been

touched up, or light has spoiled the picture. There are other features in it which are

peculiar” (quoted in Binns 1984, 99). But what about the most celebrated photograph of the

Loch Ness monster?THE FAMOUS PHOTOGRAPHIn April 1934, the quintessential photo of



Nessie was allegedly snapped by London gynecologist Robert Wilson (figure 1.3). Known as

the “surgeon’s photograph,” it is the most famous depiction of the creature, showing it with a

long neck and small head, somewhat resembling a plesiosaur, silhouetted against the sunlit

water. A second photo by Wilson was of relatively poor quality.Over the years, Wilson seemed

to tire of the controversy he had stirred up, telling one journalist that he had never claimed to

have photographed a monster and that, moreover, he didn’t believe in the creature.

Subsequently, Wilson’s youngest son “bluntly admitted that his father’s pictures were

fraudulent” (Binns 1984).Then in 1994, two Loch Ness researchers made news when they

provided information that the photos were indeed a hoax, that they depicted a model made

from a toy submarine to which a neck and head fashioned of wood putty had been affixed

(Nickell 1995). The researchers’ source was the late Christian Spurling, who, two years prior to

his death in late 1993, told how the prank had been conceived by his stepfather, Marmaduke

Wetherell, with Dr. Wilson agreeing to take the photos (Genoni 1994).Figure 1.3 The famous

“surgeon’s photo” of Nessie, taken by London gynecologist Robert Wilson in April 1934, has

been revealed as a hoax. (Photo by Robert K. Wilson)
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Jim Davis, “Compiled from earlier articles but excellent nonetheless. This is something of a

scissors and paste book. Authors Radford and Nickell take material that previously appeared in

Skeptical Inquirer and Skeptical Briefs to form the chapters of this book. This is all combined

with some new introductory, transition, and concluding material to form this rather brief book.

Cryptozoologist Loren Coleman contributes a foreword. All that said, the book is informative

and entertaining.Although a short chapter about the Loch Ness monster leads off (mainly

http://www.neutronbyte.com/api/Wa18oYTP/e/Eamo/OPMw/rejBn/Lake-Monster-Mysteries-Investigating-the-Worlds-Most-Elusive-Creatures


because a book about lake monsters has to say something on that subject) the meat of the

book concerns North American lakes the authors personally visited and investigated. They

bring a considerable amount of expertise to the subject by performing actual experiments

where others might just collect anecdotes. Outstanding among the experiments performed are

the attempts to reproduce monster photographs or videos. Invariably, it is almost always

concluded that the object captured on film or tape was smaller or not as distant as the

photographers thought.I read the Kindle version of the book. While perfectly readable, it does

have a number of problems. It appears to be an OCR scan of the print edition. The references

at the end of each chapter are in microscopic font size and I had to change font size to read

these. The index is virtually useless with all page numbers stripped out, although the linked

figures remain. Also, there are occasions when the scanning goes awry. It is "Larry Thai" in the

book proper but "Larry Thal" in the appendices. The latter is probably correct but there is really

no way to tell.I also thought the price of the Kindle edition to be rather steep considering the

brevity of the book. I suppose for an academic press this is par for the course.The book can be

highly recommended for those who haven't seen the material as it originally appeared. It is

difficult to fault the author's conclusions. As they say, there is evidence for lake monsters but it

should be very much better after so much time and effort expended if they truly do exist.”

Mike Smith, “A great cryptoozological exploration. Lake Monster Mysteries, by Benjamin

Radford and Joe Nickell, is a genuinely excellent skeptically-leaning book about the various

rumored creatures of the world's freshwater lakes.The book focuses primarily on alleged

monsters of the lakes of New England and eastern Canada, but it also addresses the Loch

Ness Monster of Scotland, a famous lake monster in British Columbia, and a variety of

creatures from around the world.The book is written clearly and concisely, and is a fast read,

and by the end of it I think most readers will not only have a good idea of how to think about

lake monsters, but also a good idea of how one ought to think about all sorts of strange

phenomena.I found its explorations of "expectant attention"--or how witnesses expecting to see

something report far different experiences and interpretations of events than those who aren't

expecting anything--to be especially helpful.The best part of this book, though, is how it's such

a great showcase of hands-on skepticism--not the armchair variety that so many true believers

love to deride; it shows what real skeptical investigation can and should be. Radford and

Nickell track down witnesses and original sources, go to the lakes, perform tests, scrutinize

photos and videos, check every fact, and keep their minds open until the evidence leads them

to solid conclusions.I really enjoyed this book, and would recommend it to anyone interested in

cryptozoology, skepticism, or just an entertaining but scholarly read. I'd love to read a sequel

to it--perhaps about sea monsters, or perhaps merely about other notable lake monsters.”

Robert Jase, “I wish it could have gotten five stars. but I couldn't give it all five.Sure its well

researched & written but the subject forces the book to become repetitive no monsters found &

all the lakes have the same results when the sightings are investigated. Except for the giant

frog, once you've read the first couple of chapters you may as well skip to the conclusion.”

Terry Roth, “A simply fabulous book !. What can I say ? A serious book book about fictional

creatures! The author mainly lists known "sightings" and any documentation that can be found

and then gives a personal feeling about it.Pure entertainment only !”

françois morrissette, “Five Stars. Très bon ouvrage sérieux sur le sujet”
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